Document Research Group
documentresearchgroup@telus.net
Document Research Group is in the highly confidential business of evaluating the true disposition of a
document so that it can be authenticated. To maintain our private position we may only be contacted
via the email address above noted. We advise under the umbrella of strict secrecy for various police
and financial institutions world wide. As should be expected in this business we provide no references
from our clients as we maintain client confidentiality and adhere to non-disclosure agreements to the
letter of the law.
Problems with a document arise when that document illustrates discrepancies in simultaneous ink
impressions, aging of the paper, idiom incongruities, erasures, alterations, obliteration's, ridge
impressions, and issues related to print layering processes that may determine a document is either
authentic or fraudulent. Twenty five years in this business classifies us as skilled numismatists.
Document Research Group, hereinafter referred to as DRG, is expert in the research process when
verifying financial instruments such as bonds, treasury notes and other similar financial documents at
issue. In-house we are equipped to analyze various types of paper and ink to determine if they are
authentic or have been modified and/or been adjusted, either fraudulently or legally. Some of our
methodology involves photographic scanning, black light and/or infrared light investigation, side
optical scan profile study, and spectrum photo analysis. Combining these methodologies with our
research capability generally provides us the information necessary to determine instrument origin and
historical ownership, leading to the prospect of discovering current market value and present beneficial
ownership of a document.
DRG is not comprised of practicing attorneys. No attorney-client relationship is entered into by
retaining any of our services. If you seek legal advice, consult a licensed attorney located within your
jurisdiction.
DRG makes no representations and specifically disclaims any warranty regarding the accuracy or
portrayal of content of this report, specifically regarding any legal reliability thereto. The technology
research ways and means used to develop this report are at the sole direction or DRG without risk to
DRG. It is further understood that this report is provide in PDF format which format may not be
entirely secure. Accordingly, any reader or party using information from within this report for any
purpose should make its own determination as to the accuracy and reliability of the information
contained herein for its use, at their sole risk.
The following identified note was reviewed by DRG for the purpose of establishing its authentication:
ING FF 00553 - Face Value Een Miljoen Euro (One Million Euro)
ISSUER INFORMATION
Bank Name:
Market of Issue:
Type Banks:
Currency:
Date of Issuance
Maturity
Series designation
Coupon
Collateral Type
Prospectus
Tenor

ING Bank NV
Euro Zone
Dutch origin/printed
Euro
6/16/2000
6/16/2010
FF
5 ½%
Bonds
not provided
ten (10) years

The preparation of this report requires DRG to make estimates and assumptions based upon best know
evidence of similar documents and historical data as well as current relevant research available
pertaining to the study subject. Any market risk exposure as a result directly and or indirectly resulting
from any information used in this report is at the sole discretion and risk of the user.
This report may not be copied, published or reproduced or redistributed (in whole or in part) by any
recipient for any purpose. The information contained in this report has been compiled from sources that
DRG believe to be reliable, but no representation or warranty is made or guarantee given by DRG or by
any other person related directly or indirectly to DRG, as to its accuracy or completeness. Neither
DRG nor others associated with DRG, nor any other person, accepts any liability whatsoever for any
loss howsoever arising from any use of this report or its contents or otherwise arising in connection
therewith.
We examined the note identified as ING FF 00553 using the following methodologies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

illumination by fluorescence light with digital photography to identify and log printing
and security symbols;
digital imaging side scan to identify ink penetration consistency and eliminate any
“after the fact” additions to the paper;
series examination of full spectrum color scans both back and front to eliminate
secondary image incongruities;
correcting image defects examination and enhancement of image detail examination
comparing all numbers and letters on the paper;
crossed referenced the paper tracking typeset with known historical images;
contacted the printer in Amsterdam regarding his printing order for the note and the
techniques he would implore for further reference; and
generally looked into the history of the note since being issued.

After extensive review of the ING FF 00553, DRG hereby expresses the opinion that this note
materializes to have been produced on compelling official security paper, utilizing specifically
established print precaution techniques customary within bank paper compliance requirements. In
addition, based upon evidence discovered over the course of our examination process, DRG deems that
this note is authentic.
On behalf of DRG at December 15, 2008

___________________________

Donnell Greer - Examiner
Be advised that DRG is not a securities dealer nor broker nor investment adviser nor a commercial
banking institution nor insurance company, nor do we represent any of these groups. We are not in the
business of securities solicitation for any purpose in any form or content.
We reserve the right to reject any document(s) submitted for review to DRG without explanation
at any time and without liability to DRG.

